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ABSTRACT 
The Lie algebra of vector fields of a smooth manifold M acts by Lie derivatives on the space Z$’ of 
differential operators of order < p on the fields of densities of degree k of M. If dim M 2 2 and 
p > 3, the dimension of the space of linear equivariant maps from D[ into B: is shown to be 0,l or 2 
according to whether fk, I!) belongs to 0,1 or 2 of the lines of R’ of equations k = 0, k = -1, k = f 
and k + e + 1 = 0. This answers a question of C. Duval and V. Ovsienko who have determined these 
spaces for p 5 2 [2]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be smooth, Hausdorff, second-countable, connected manifold of di- 
mension m. 
We denote by AkM the vector bundle of scalar densities of degree k E R of 
M. Recall that its fiber at x E M is the one-dimensional vector space consisting 
of all the maps p. : A”7;A4\0 ---) R such that 
po(sA) = ~Slk&&l), tj/s E iw, S # 0, VA E ~i~~~~\O~ 
called scalar densities of M of degree k on T,M. If LJ E jln?T;M is not vanish- 
ing, then jwj k defined by 
Itilk :hi A.-.r\h, --+ lu(hlr...,hm)lk (hj E T,M) 
is a basis of that space 
The Lie algebra ‘?-f(M) of vector fields of h4 acts on the space F(AkM) of 
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smooth sections of A k~ (call them the densities (of degree k) for simplicity) by 
means of the Lie derivative. The Lie derivative of a density p in the direction of 
a field X is the density defined by 
where cp;” denotes the transpose of the differential of the flow pt of X. 
For each chart (U, (xl,. . . ,x”)) of M, the restriction of p over U is of the 
form 
where f : U + [w is smooth. The corresponding local expression of Lxp is then 
(1) Lxplu = (X.f +ktr(D,X)f)ldx’ A...~dx"l~ 
where X. f is the derivation off in the direction of X, tr denotes the trace and 
D,X is the differential of the local expression of X. From this, it follows easily 
that the Lie derivative 
(2) LxD=LxoD-DoLx 
of any differential operator D : T(AkM) + T(AkA4) is a differential operator 
on T(AkM) of order at most that of D. Equipped with (2), the space of differ- 
ential operators of order 5 p on F(AkA4) is thus a representation of ‘FI(M). 
Using the notation and the convention of sign of [2], we denote this 3-I(M)- 
module by D!, 
In this paper, assuming that dimM > 1, we compute all the (linear) equi- 
variant mappings (also called intertwining operators) 7 : D[ + 27: for each p. 
In particular, we recover the results of [2] where the c&e p 5 2 is studied and 
we show that for p > 2 and (k, 4) in the complement of the lines of equations 
k = 0, k + 1 = 0, k - l = 0 and k + e + 1 = 0 in R2, these modules are non iso- 
morphic thus answering in a negative way a question of [2]. 
Our method is as follows. We first show that 7 is a local operator (i.e. sup- 
port preserving). Hence, by Peetre’s theorem, the restrictions of 7 over the 
relatively compact open subsets of M are differential operators. We then show 
that I is filtered with respect top, i.e. that if q 5 p, then 7 maps Vl into VJ. We 
also show that 7 is completely determined by its restriction to D;. All these 
steps are performed without the assumption dim M > 1. It remains to de- 
termine what are the equivariant mappings Vi + Dj that extend to the higher 
order differential operators. At this stage, the cases dim A4 > 1 and dim A4 = 1 
separate because there are more equivariant mappings Di + Di when 
dimM= I thanwhendimM> 1. 
We don’t treate the case dim A4 = 1 because it is essentially done in [3] the 
main result of which being that if p 2 4 and dim M = 1, then D: is isomorphic 
toDiifandonlyifk=!ork+e+l =O. 
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2. LOCALITY OF THE INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
Lemma 2.1. If 7 : Di + 'Di is an intertwining operator, then it is local, i.e. 
suppI c suppD, VD E D[, 
where supp denotes the support. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that the family 
cp = {Lx : q --f 23; j x E T-l(M)} 
is globally transitive in the sense of [l] since then, a straightforward adaptation 
of the proof of Proposition 4 of [I] allows to conclude. In view of Proposition 3 
of that paper, it even suffices to prove that C: is locally transitive, i.e. that each 
point of M has a neighborhood U such that for every open subset w c U and 
every D E Di with compact support in w, D can be written as a finite sum 
D=CLx,D, 
with Di E 22: and supp Xi, supp Di c w the number of terms being bounded 
above independently of D and U. 
Note that Example 12 of [l] actually shows that the vector fields acting by Lie 
derivative on tensor fields of type (f ), q -p # m, form a locally transitive 
family for which the domains of the charts of A4 having cubes in R”’ as images 
have the properties required for U in the above definition. 
Using local coordinates, the restriction of D E Zl[ to any domain of chart 
splits as the sum of its homogeneous part of order p that can be identified with a 
p-contravariant symmetric tensor field (the symbol of D) and of a differential 
operator of order < p. In view of(l), the symbol of LxD is the Lie derivative of 
that of D in the direction of X. Hence, applying Example 12 of [l], an easy in- 
duction on p shows that L[ is locally transitive, using the same neighborhoods 
U than for the tensor fields. q 
3. THE FILTRATION PROPERTY 
In local coordinates on M and in simultaneous trivializations, a differential 
operator between the spaces of smooth sections of two vector bundles over A4 
has a local expression of the form 
D(f), = C &,x(D:f). 
k/SP 
There, for each multi-index cy = (n’, : al”) E N”, D.;f denotes the partial 
derivative of order Q 
of the local expression f of the argument of D. Moreover the smooth map x + 
A,. L takes values in the space of linear applications between the typical fibers of 
the bundles. 
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We will represent he partial derivative D,“f by the monomial 
where&,...,&,, are the components of E E T,*M in the basis dx’, . . , dx”. The 
operator D will thus be represented by the polynomial on T,‘A4 
It depends smoothly on x and takes values in the space of linear maps between 
the typical fibers of the two bundles. In general, P depends both on the co- 
ordinates system and on the chosen trivializations. Only its homogeneous part 
of higher order, the symbol of D, is known to have an intrinsic meaning. It will 
however be useful for our computations to express the local forms of differen- 
tial operators in this polynomial way. This convention extends in an obvious 
way to multidifferential operators. This leads to polynomial expressions of the 
form 
P(6,. . . 3 kfl,~ . . A 
in which ci is associated to the i-th argument to describe the derivatives of its 
local form h. 
For instance, the local expression of the Lie derivative 
L : 7-l(M) x r(AkM) --f I-(AkM) : (1,~) -+ LXp 
is the polynomial 
PL(&% X,f) = (@-17) +WX,O)f 
where ,$ and II are associated to X and p respectively. 
Remark. When the typical fibers of the bundles are lines, the polynomial 
fy&,...,Et;.fl,...,ft) is completely characterized by its value P(<, , . . . , St) at 
fi = . . = ft = 1. In this case, it will be convenient to use the latter instead of 
the former as the local expression of the operator. 
It is then an easy computation to show that the local expression of the Lie 
derivative 
L : ?-t(M) x v; + v)kp 
is given by 
CC, rl; x, P) + (X, 7) p + k(X, 0 r<p - xrcp 
where P = P(c) denotes the polynomial expression of any D E Vi, Q-C acts on P 
to give the polynomial 
(?P)(E) = PC,6 + C) - P(C) 
and where the product XrcP is that of the polynomials 6 -+ (X, [) and TCP (in 
general, products of scalar polynomials are denoted by juxtaposition). 
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Lemma 3.1. Let (U,(xl,..., xm)) be a chart of M, with connected relatively’ 
compact domain U. The restriction of any intertwining operator Di --f Df over iI 
is a dtrerential operator. Its polynomial local expression in the chart has constant 
coeficients and is invariant under the natural action of gP(m, R). 
Proof. Applying a theorem of Peetre [4], it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the 
restriction over U of any intertwining operator D: -+ V: is a differential oper- 
ator. Its local expression T = T(v; P) in the chart is linear with respect to the 
local expression P of its argument D E 2): and polynomial in the associated 71. 
Using the above expression of the Lie derivative acting on D[, one easily sees 
that the equivariance condition reads 
(3) 
(X. T) (v; P) + (X, 7) T(n; P) + e(x, C) T< T(7/: f’) - X7< T(rl; P) 
= (X,7/) T(q + C; P) + k(X. <) T(‘/l+ C: T(P) - T(rl+ C: XqP) 
where X. T is obtained by derivation of the coefficients of T in the direction of 
the arbitrary vector field X, C being associated to that field. 
Equation (3) is polynomial in 5. Its terms of degree 0 in < give the condition 
X. T = 0. Thus, the coefficients of T are constant. Hence, setting E = R”‘, T is a 
linear map from V’PE into VE ~3 V’PE (VE is the space of symmetric contra- 
variant tensors on E, V’PE that of symmetric contravariant tensors of degree 
I p; these may be viewed respectively as the spaces of polynomials on E and of 
polynomials of degree < p on E). 
As easily seen, the first order terms in < of (3) read 
(X, MD,) T(rl; PI + X(CDO Vrl; P) = T(n: WD<)P) 
where <DC denotes the derivation with respect to [ in the direction of <. This 
may be rewritten 
where Cx8c denotes the natural action of X 8 [ E g4(E). X E E, < E E’, on 
v’PE in the r.h.s. and on VE @ V’PE in the 1.h.s. 
Hence the result. KI 
Corollary 3.2. Any intertwining operator 7 : Df + V: is$ltered, i.e. ,for each 
q E (0:. ,p}, l(q) c q. 
Proof. The notations are the same than in the proof of Lemma 3.1. It follows 
from the description of the invariant polynomials under the action of gP(E) [5] 
that for any Xl,. , X, E E, T(q X1 Xr)(<) is polynomial in the evaluations 
(xi, 77) and (4, E) (i,j E (1,. , r)). S’ mce it is linear in each Xi, we see that the 
degree in < of T(q; Xl . X,)(e) is at most r. 0 
Remark. In the sequel, we will make constant use of the notations of the proofs 
of Lemma 3.1 and of its corollary: E will denote R”, T = T(q: P) the local form 
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of an equivariant mapping, etc. Since T(n; Xi . . . X,.) is symmetric with respect 
toXi,.. . , X,, it is completely characterized by T(n; X’). We denote by Ir(u, w) 
the polynomial in two variables U, w E Iw such that 
for each X E E and each <, n E E”. The polynomial 7, does not depend on 
x E U. It is homogeneous of degree r. 
It will be useful to translate (3) in terms of the Ir’s. Replacing X by Y and P 
by X’ in (3), using 
7cX’ = + (;) (X, <)‘_‘X’ 
and Taylor expansion 
A(< + 0 = c ; KMA(J)> 
we first get 
(Y,rl)T(n+<;X’) +k(Y,C)$ (j)(X>l)‘~‘T(n+I;X’) 
r-l r 
- c 0 0 1 (X, 5)‘-‘T(Q + <; YXi) 
= (Y, 77) T(rl; Xl) + (QY, C) - Y) $ ; (uQ~(rl; x7. 
It is clear that this may be rewritten using only the variables u = (X, 0, w = 
(X, n), w = (X, 0 and X = (Y, I), p = (Y,n) and v = (Y, 0. Noticing that 
T(n; YXi) = & (Y&,)7(%X’+‘), 
one obtains the equations for the 7V’s. 
1 
r-l r 
pZ(u, w + w) + kv C 
0 
W 
0 i 
r-i7&w+w) 
(4) - 
r-1 y 
= (-> 
1 
0 1 
-Wr-‘[XD,7i+*(u,W+W)+(I_L+v)D,7i+l(u,W+W)] 
if1 
= pLI,(u, 7I) + (&I - A) i: ; w’D;l,(u, w) 
1 
(r= l,...,p). 
4. INJECTIVITY OF THE RESTRICTION TO 27; 
It follows from Corollary 3.2 that each intertwining operator 7 : Dl -+ Vf 
induces by restriction an intertwining operator from Vi into Di. We shall see 
now that this restriction determines 7. 
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Lemma 4.1. Assumep > 2. If a linear equivariant map D,P * VF vanishes on D;, 
then it vanishes. 
Proof. Assume that ‘L& = 0 for i = 0,. . . ,p - 1. Taking X = Y and isolating the 
coefficients of w2 and w3 in (4), we see that ‘& is solution of the equations 
(~0; + ~0; - 2(eD, +pD,))T, = 0 
(uD;1 + uD; - 3(eD,2 +pD;))q = 0. 
Denoting t,y the coefficient of u P-S~~” in the power expansion of 7j,, it follows 
that 
(5) (p-s)(p-s-I-21)t,-(s-t1)(2p-s)t,$.+,, YSE{O,....I’-l}. 
and 
(p ~ s)(p - s - l)(p - s - 2 - 3e) t, 
= (s+2)(s+1)(3p-s)t,,,.2, VSE (0 . . . . . p-2) 
Hence, or t, = 0 for s E (0,. ,p - 2}, where 
(*i,! = (3p - s)(p - s - 2!)(p -s - 2P - 1) 
- (2p - s)(2p - s - 1)(2Ir - s - 3e - 2). 
In view of (5), it suffices to show that f. = 0 to conclude. Assume on the con- 
trary that to # 0. Then clyg = 0. Thus, 01 # 0 because ‘~0 and ~1 cannot vanish 
simultaneously (this can be checked easily). Therefore, tl = 0 and, due to (5), 
! = (p - 1)/2. Together with QO = 0, this implies p(2p - l)(p - 1) = 0. Hence 
to = 0 because p > 2. q 
5. EXAMPLES OF EQUIVARIANT MAPS 
Observe that the densities of degree 0 are nothing but the smooth real valued 
functions on M. 
It is a trivial matter to show that 
P, : Di + DDp” : D ---f D(l)id 
(1 is the constant function x + 1, id is the identity) is equivariant for any L. 
Proposition 5.1. There exists a unique linear equivariant map Ck : D: -+ V, k 
such that Ck(id) = id and 
Ck(LX o D) = -Ck(D) o LX. V’x E X(M), tiD E D;. 
Its local expression in any chart of M is given by 
T(rt;X, . ..X.)(<) = (-l)“(X,.E+rl)...(X,,E+7/). 
Proof. In any chart (U, (xl,. . ,x”)) of M, the above T is the local expression 
ofsomemapTU:2)kPIUiVP,_~(U. 
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Let X = f Dxz and D = gD,,, ‘. . D,, where f and g are smooth functions on 
U. One has 
Lx o D = fgD,r D,,, . . D,,r + (f&g - k(D,rf)g)D,/, . . D,,,. 
Thus, < and n being associated to f and g respectively, the local expression of 
Tu(Lx o D) reads 
(-l)‘+‘(E+a+C)i(E+17+C)i, .++rl+C)& 
+ (kl)‘Vi(E + 71+ C)j, ” CC + rl+ Clj, 
-k(-1)‘Ci(5+rl+C)I, ..‘(E+rl+C)j; 
It is equal to the local expression 
(-1)‘+1(l+II+C)j,“.(5+17+C)j,(~i+(k+1)li) 
of -Tu(D) o LX (acting on densities of degree k + 1). 
In particular, 
Tu(Lx, 0 . ..oL,)=(-l)‘L~,o...oL& 
for all vector fields Xi, . . . , X,.. Since 
f D,,, ’ . . D,l, 
= C k ‘LDxlo ...D.,,_,~D,,, 0 LD,,~+, 0 . . ’ 0 LD+, + k’(D.xlo . . 3J W 
t=o 
it follows first that the TV’S are the restrictions of a unique well defined map Ck : 
D,(f + ‘OfI -k and, second, that this map is equivariant. Hence the result. q 
Remarks. (a) Actually, it may be shown that any D has global decomposition 
as a finite sum of LX, 0 . . o Lx,, Xi E X(M). The proof is not so easy and since 
this fact will not be used, it will not be given here. 
(b) When M is equipped with a volume element, it is not hard to see that ck 
coincide with the conjugation D + D * of differential operators which is defined 
by 
; D(P)/ = i PD*(P’) 
for all densities with compact support p, p’ of degree -k and k + 1 respectively. 
It is the canonical isomorphism D{ -+ 23>pi _ kmentioned at the end of [2]. 
6. THE MAIN RESULT 
Denote by 60,6i, 62, 6s the lines of equations k = 0, k = - 1, k = f, k + f + 1 = 0 
in lR2 respectively. Then Pe, Pe o C-1, id (the identity) and ck are defined for 
(k, e) belonging to 60, 61, 62 and 6s respectively. We will say that they are asso- 
ciated to them. 
We are now in position to describe the space Zkp, of linear equivariant maps 
Vi + Vi when dim M 2 2. 
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Theorem 6.1. Zf dim A4 > 2 andp > 2, then the equivariant maps associated to 
the lines Si on which (k, e) lies, form a basis of Z,&. In particular, dimZ,& is the 
number qf these lines containing (k, 4’). 
Proof. (i) Equation (4) is of the form 
where A,, B, and C, are polynomials in U, U, )v. It has to be fulfilled with X := 
(Y?<)? P = (Yl17)1 u= (Y,<) and U= (X,0, II = (X:~I), w = (X, <) for all 
X, Y E E and all E, 7, C E E”. It follows that the polynomials A,, B, and C, have 
to vanish identically. Indeed, let X be an arbitrary non vanishing element of E. 
Choose a basis ei of E with el = X. Set Y = e2. It is allowed since dim M > 1. 
With these choices, U, w, w are the first components of <, r/, (1 in the dual basis 
while A, 1-1, I/ are their second components respectively. The conclusion then 
follows immediately. 
(ii) Isolating the coefficients of ux2 in A, and B,. one obtains the equations 
Di1; - 20, D,7, - rD,lr _ 1 == 0
D~I,frD,,7,_1 =0 
forr=2,...,p. 
They show that there exists constants a,., b, such that 
(6) 
L&7, = -rl,_l -+ 2arur-’ + b,vr- 
D,,?; = -r7,_ 1 + a,u’-’ 
for r = 2: . . . ?p. 
Let us explain how to deduce from this that 
(7) 7,(&U) = (o! - /!?)ul+ (-l)‘P(U + 2j)1 + (-l)‘(y - /?)U 
where QI: . . . ,v E R are the coeflicients of 
7l(U, 7J) = CW2 + 2,t?UU + TV2 
7-,(u,w) = Sufe’U 
Tf(U, 71) = p. 
First, the compatibility condition D, D,,7, = DL,D,7, for (6) shows that a, = ra 
and b, = (-1)‘rb for some a, b f R. Second, writing down (6) for r = 2 and 
taking account of the fact that a,. . , p is a solution of the equations 
(8) Ai =-L 0, Bi = 0, Ci = 0 (i = 1,2): 
one gets a = c1! - 0 and b = /3 - y. It then follows by induction that for a given 
solution Q, . . . ,(p of these, (6) has at most one solution. Direct substitution 
shows that (7) is a solution, hence the unique one. 
Since (6) is available for r == 2, . . , p, (7) holds true for r > 2. It is also true for 
Y == 1, as follows from (8). 
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(iii) It remains to look for those solutions of (8) for which (7) is a solution of (4). 
As a system of linear equations in the unknowns Q, . . . , cp, (8) has rank 4 if 
(k, C) is one of the intersections of the lines Si and 5 otherwise. Moreover, in the 
latter case, 
(9 
’ ck = (2k + l)(k + 1)k 
p= (k-e)@+ 1)k 
y = -(k - Qk! 
6= (2&f l)(k+ 1)k 
& = (k - [)kC 
, $0’ (2k+ l)(e+ 1)e 
is a basis of the space of solutions. 
Using it, direct substitution shows that (7) is a solution of A, = 0, B, = 0 and 
that it is a solution of C, = 0 if and only if 
k(k+l)(k-l)(k+C+l)P,=O 
where 
Pr(z4, V) = Ur + (-1) rLJUr + WI - (-l)‘(u + ‘u)’ 
- (u + w)l- (-l)‘(?J + w)r + (-l)‘(u + 2/ + w)‘. 
Since P, # 0 for Y > 2, it follows that in the complement of U6i, the unique 
equivariant map Di + Vi is 0. Hence the conclusion. 0 
Remarks. (a) The local expression of Pe is given by 7, = 0 for r > 0 and 70 = 1. 
That of Pe o C-1 is given by 7, = (-1)‘~‘. For id, one has 7, = u’ and for Ck, 
7, = (-l)‘(u + u)‘. 
(b) We need only to know that P, # 0 for I > 2. It is however interesting to 
note that PI and P2 are vanishing. 
(c) Needless to say that our computation allows to determine 2it. At this 
stage, it would suffice to solve explicitly (S), a trivial task. We will not perform 
it. It would give back the results of [2]. Just quote that (9) correspond to the map 
of Theorem 2 of that paper. 
(d) If dim M = 1, then the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 is not valid. There are 
for instance more equivariant maps for p = 3 than when dim M > 1. See [2] and 
[3] for more details about this case. 
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